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Arora ATLAS®* is an  
enterprise level suite of  
mobile products designed  
to simplify and enhance  
asset management through  
the seamless convergence of  
asset data and real-time  
location services.

Arora ATLAS® Fix and Inspect are on-the-go mobile work order and inspection solutions for 

Maximo that activate and enhance your asset management with location services.

+ Provides a “Single Pane of Glass” for your maintenance staff
+  Seamlessly integrates with IBM’s Maximo® Enterprise Asset Management Software
+ One single inspection application for all parts of your organization
+ Provides geospatially referenced work
+ Eliminates the need to train your technicians on how to access and use Maximo
+ Receive real time alerts for new work requests 
+ Integrates with all your building, system, and facility management and control systems

* This product is covered by one or more US and foreign patents. For a complete listing of those patents see aroraengineers.com/legal.

Features
+  Selectable Map Layers 

and Building Levels 

+ Job Plan Tasks 

+ Labor Actuals 

+  Allows attachment 
of photos and field 
observations

+  Logs with voice to text 
capability 

+  Follow up Work Order 
Creation 

+ Automated Workflows

�ATLAS Fix Expanded Map View
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Arora ATLAS®* Indoor 
Maps offers a powerful  
solution for seamless asset 
management and indoor  
navigation. Streamline workflows, 
optimize resources, and enhance  
user experiences within complex 
indoor environments.

The Arora ATLAS® suite of mobile products integrates with IBM’s Maximo® Enterprise Asset Management  

software and Esri’s ArcGIS software, including ArcGIS Indoors, to simplify asset management and revolutionize facility 

maintenance workflows.

+  Comprehensive Asset Management: Seamlessly track, monitor, and maintain assets and work orders across out-
door and indoor spaces.

+  Enhanced Spatial Understanding: Gain insights into asset locations and spatial relationships for improved  
decision-making.

+  Intuitive Indoor Navigation: Provide users with interactive wayfinding and turn-by-turn navigation within  
complex indoor environments.

+  Point of Interest Guidance: Help users locate specific points of interest with step-by-step directions and  
optimal path highlighting.

+  Multi-Floor Navigation: Seamlessly navigate between different floors or levels within buildings.

ATLAS Work Order Detail

* This product is covered by one or more US and foreign patents. For a complete listing of those patents see aroraengineers.com/legal.

Effortless Indoor Navigation at Your Fingertips

The integration of ATLAS and Indoor GIS enables 
organizations to effectively manage both outdoor 
and indoor assets while providing users with intuitive 
wayfinding and turn-by-turn navigation within complex 
indoor environments.

Features Include:

+  Interactive Indoor Navigation
+ Point of Interest Guidance
+ Accessibility support
+ Location-based services
+ Multi-floor navigation


